
When you work with LawBase, you’ll be amazed how easy it is to use.  
Here are a few of the key features: 

Adaptable Database – LawBase allows you to track as much 
information as you need. One of the key benefits is that 
LawBase easily permits as many categories of information to 
be used as are desired. For example, you can have separate 
categories for contacts, cases, matters, inquires, etc., or you 
can group categories together. LawBase’s adaptable nature 
makes it perfect for offices that specialize in one practice 
area and equally as fitting for offices that cover a variety of 
practice areas. Pictures, audio files, movies and more can 
be added and data structures can be created or modified as 
part of LawBase’s easy-to-use design program.

Contemporary User Interface – LawBase uses the .net 
platform and includes a Microsoft® Office-style ribbon, 
providing quick access to its most commonly used features. 

Contacts – LawBase has a completely adaptable 
electronic address book that allows unlimited 
modification. Contacts can be easily linked to cases, so 
contacts only need to be entered once, making it easier to 
update information when needed. 

Case Notes – Case Notes is a quick and easy way to keep 
track of a case status. Outlook emails, documents, etc., can 
be inserted directly into notes. 

LawBase is the most powerful, adaptable and flexible case and matter management solution on the 
market today. It has been proven and tested by thousands of users in law firms, government agencies 
and corporate legal departments across the nation during the last 35 years and has withstood the 
test of time. 
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Smart Folders™ – LawBase uses a unique method of 
automatically grouping files and matters by attorney, status, 
value or any other information in your system, using Smart 
Folders™, which makes it easy to access different cases 
without a manual search. 

Interfaces – LawBase works with many popular applications 
that your office may already be using. This makes it simple to 
have a single point of data entry but use the information in 
many different systems.

Outlook Interface – Add items to the LawBase calendar directly 
from Outlook. This information automatically synchronizes with 
both calendars and allows bi-directional editing of calendar 
items. In addition, LawBase can synchronize calendar entries 
from any device that is connected with Outlook, such as an 
iPhone® or Android™ smartphone.
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Calendar – LawBase offers an internal calendar as well 
as an interface to Outlook/Exchange. The calendar allows 
graphic group scheduling and is visually pleasing, with day, 
work, work week, month, year and timeline views. 

Advanced Searches: Global Search, Quick Search and 
Favorites – Use the Global Search feature to look for data 
in any field in LawBase with a single search. Use the Quick 
Search feature to search a user-defined subset of fields. 
Favorite searches can be saved for quick, one-click access. 

LBConcierge – LawBase Concierge allows for the automation 
of everyday tasks. Rather than having to run a nightly report 
or search for new files added, LBConcierge can gather and 
email the information needed. With LBConcierge, statuses 
can be updated based on completed data, emails can be sent 
based on changes in calendaring or when a deadline is fast 
approaching, and document assembly can be automated.

HotDocs® – LawBase comes with HotDocs, so personalized 
documents can be created with very little effort. LawBase is 
unique in its interface with HotDocs – when creating  a HotDocs 
document note, calendar events and tasks can be added and 
all information in the LawBase database can be updated. 

Reports – The LawBase Query Builder is a very powerful, 
multi-functional search tool. Its drag-and-drop interface 
makes it easy to use. The Query Builder feature allows you 
to run multi-parameter searches, build SmartFolders, run ad 
hoc reports and saved queries, and export search results as 
HTML and text files, as well as Excel and XML.

Dashboards – LawBase dashboards provide instant access 
to live data, so managers can run their departments more 
efficiently. Dashboards, consisting of charts and pivot tables, 
allow immediate measure of efficiencies and inefficiencies, 
quick identification and correction of negative trends, the 
ability to spot new trends, and a general increase in overall 
revenues by managing staff more efficiently. 

LawBase’s intuitive design and  
straightforward approach have won  
praise from industry experts and,  
more importantly, its users.


